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H I G H L I G H T S

• UV disinfection reactor performances
were significantly improved with ring
baffles.

• Optimal baffle width varied with the
reactor inner diameter and lamp
number.

• Confining the main stream in high-
radiation zone led to the improved
performance.

• Reduction equivalent fluence corre-
lated linearly with the derived in-
dicator SFR10.
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The UV disinfection reactor performance correlated linearly with the matching
between hydrodynamics and UV radiation inside the reactor chamber
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A B S T R A C T

The performance of a UV disinfection reactor can be improved with an optimized configuration but its corre-
lation with the fundamental reactor features (i.e., the hydrodynamics and UV radiation) remains indistinct. In
this study, the impact of hydrodynamics/radiation on UV disinfection reactor performance was investigated in
reactors retrofitted with ring baffles, by using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. The results
showed that proper baffle allocations could increase reduction equivalent fluences (REFs, a performance in-
dicator for UV disinfection reactors) of the 1-lamp and 3-lamp reactor by 37–45% and 36–69%, respectively,
depending on the influent UV transmittance. The optimal baffle width was 10mm for the 1-lamp reactor (i.d.
90mm) and 30mm for the 3-lamp reactor (i.d. 150mm) which led to a maximal matching between the velocity
and fluence rate distributions inside the reactor chamber. It was manifested that for UV disinfection reactors
retrofitted with ring baffles it was the matching between the hydrodynamics and UV radiation rather than the
mixing of the flow that determined the reactor performance improvement. A new parameter named as the
specific fluence rate (SFR, ratio of fluence rate to velocity) was defined to characterize the matching level
between the hydrodynamics and UV radiation, and the REF was found to relate linearly (R2≥ 0.972) with the
10th percentile SFR of the reactor. This study revealed the contribution of ring baffles to UV disinfection reactor
performance and for the first time, correlated it quantitatively with the hydrodynamics and UV radiation in the
reactor.
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1. Introduction

The worry of disinfection-by-products in water treated with che-
mical disinfectants (e.g., chlorine) and the high efficiency of ultraviolet
(UV) in inactivating Giardia and Cryptosporidium promote the world-
wide application of UV disinfection in last two decades [1–3]. UV can
be implemented alone or as part of a comprehensive disinfection
strategy, depending on the water supply conditions [4]. UV facilities are
commonly installed alone in Europe due to the adequate water pro-
tection and distribution system maintenance. In the United States,
however, additional chlorine is usually required after UV radiation to
suppress microbial regrowth in water distribution networks. Besides the
conventional application in municipal water treatment plants, UV dis-
infection for secondary water supply (i.e., a point-of-entry system with
water tank and pump to provide additional water pressure for con-
sumers in high-rise buildings) or point-of-use systems also receives an
increased attention [5,6]. As a matter of fact, UV disinfection has been
recommended and applied in secondary water supply systems for years
in China [7].

The performance of a UV disinfection reactor is commonly assessed
with reduction equivalent fluence (REF), which can be converted
readily to a microbial inactivation ratio based on fluence-response
curve of a challenge microorganism [8]. Efforts in modeling UV reactor
performance have been made for decades to dissect the process ongoing
in the reactor and increase the disinfection efficiency [9]. Recently,
with a convenient access to computational fluid dynamics (CFD), the
hydrodynamics and UV radiation inside a UV reactor can be predicted
readily, and fluences received by microbial particles are calculated by
integrating the radiation (fluence rate) with residence time along the
particle trajectories [10,11]. Since it enables a reliable performance
evaluation (usually deviated by less than 20%) without running the
reactor, CFD modeling is employed intensively in optimal design and
performance analysis of UV reactors. Effects of reactor shape, size and
lamp arrangement on UV disinfection reactor performance have been
evaluated, and the contributions of mixer, mirror and perforated plate
were also discussed [12–14]. Similar work has also been conducted in
UV oxidation reactors [15,16]. It should be noted that an excessively
complex modification (e.g., retrofitted with a static mixer) to the re-
actor configuration will increase both the manufacturing and running
cost. In reality, the implementation of baffles has gained more attention
over other UV reactor configuration modifications, owing to its op-
erational practicality and cost-effectiveness [15].

The UV disinfection reactor performance lies in an effective ex-
posure of microorganisms to UV radiation, and is affected fundamen-
tally by the hydrodynamics and radiation field inside the reactor
chamber. By altering the reactor configuration, the flow pattern and/or
the radiation field will vary accordingly. This is the basis of UV reactor
configuration optimization. By far, the improvement of UV disinfection
reactor performance with an optimized configuration was generally
attributed to an enhanced mixing of the flow that narrowed down the
distribution of UV fluences received by different microbial particles
[9,12,13]. A clear and quantitative correlation between the reactor
performance and hydrodynamics/radiation is still not available. To
address this problem, a late work by Powell and Lawryshyn [17] pro-
posed quantifying the mixing in UV reactors with a modified Shannon
entropy (a concept from information theory that counts the probability
of a target appearing in a certain place) and relating it with the reactor
performance. Though a good correlation was found between the reactor
performance (indicated by REF) and the mixedness (quantified by
modified Shannon entropy), the determination of the modified Shannon
entropy was rather complicated [17]. Besides, the contribution of an
enhanced mixing to reactor performance depends also on the associated
radiation field, an attribution only to the hydrodynamics was not
considerate enough. Consequently, it remains to be resolved that re-
lating UV disinfection reactor performance with the corresponding
hydrodynamics/radiation quantitatively and concisely. This holds back

a deep understanding of the reactor performance improvement with a
modified configuration, and a fast performance estimation during the
optimal design and practical running.

This study aims to find a direct and quantitative correlation between
the performance of a UV disinfection reactor and the hydrodynamics/
radiation in the reactor by using CFD simulation. 1-lamp and 3-lamp UV
reactors retrofitted with ring baffles were employed as the model re-
actors. The impact of ring baffles on the reactor performance was
evaluated first and the optimal baffle allocation was determined for
each reactor. The hydrodynamics in those reactors were then analyzed
together with the radiation field. A new parameter combining the hy-
draulic and radiation features of UV reactors was defined and its re-
lationship with the REF was explored.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. UV reactor configurations

The modeled UV disinfection reactors in this study were 1-lamp and
3-lamp annular UV reactors with varied ring baffle allocations (Fig. 1).
The inlet and outlet located on the same side of the reactor, which is
known as the U-shape configuration. The detailed dimensions and in-
fluent conditions are presented in Table 1. Noting that the influent flow
rates were set to be 2.54m3 h−1 for the 1-lamp reactor and 5.73m3 h−1

for the 3-lamp reactor (corresponding to theoretical hydraulic retention
time of 10.2 and 12.3 s, and Reynolds number of 7965 and 8801, re-
spectively), if not stated particularly. The default UV transmittance
(UVT) was set at 90%, a common UVT for drinking water. The four
baffles were marked as A, B, C and D in sequence following the flow
direction, and the distance between two adjacent baffles was 200mm.
All the four baffles were included when no specific baffle number was
mentioned. The effects of baffle allocations on reactor performance
were evaluated with baffle number from 0 to 4 and baffle width from 0
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the modeled 1-lamp and 3-lamp UV reactors with
ring baffles. The red dash lines indicate the central radial sampling lines for
velocity and fluence rate in each reactor chamber. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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to 40mm. Sampling lines on the central cross sections of the reactors
(Fig. 1) were set for a detailed analysis of the velocity and fluence rate
(FR) distributions in reactors with varied baffle allocations.

2.2. CFD model settings

CFD simulations of UV disinfection reactors with varied baffle al-
locations were accomplished with ANSYS Fluent 13.0 (Canonsburg, PA,
USA). The fluid domains of the 1-lamp and 3-lamp reactors were dis-
cretized into about 0.66 million and 1.07 million tetrahedral cells, re-
spectively, using the unstructured method of patch conforming.
Inflation was applied to the walls (e.g., the quartz sleeve and reactor
inner wall) to further refine the neighboring layers for a good capture of
the large velocity gradient there. The meshes were fine enough (max-
imum size< 5mm for the 1-lamp reactor and< 6mm for the 3-lamp
reactor) as negligible difference (< 1%) was found with the velocity
and FR distributions when an increased mesh number was adopted
(results not shown).

The model settings were similar to those reported in our previous
studies [14,18]. Hydrodynamics inside the reactor chamber was simu-
lated with the Realizable k-ε model with a scalable wall function [19].
Radiations were predicted with a calibrated discrete ordinates model,
assuming that the UV light emits directly from the quartz sleeve en-
closing the UV lamp [18]. Reflection from the reactor inner walls was
not accounted for since it could be ignored in ordinary UV reactors
under practical operation. The transports of microorganisms in the re-
actor were simulated with the Lagragian approach of the discrete phase
model by releasing over 10,000 simulating particles at the reactor inlet
[11]. The fluences received by the particles during their transportation
through the reactor were integrated using a user-defined function.
Convergence was deemed to be achieved when the normalized residual
of continuity was less than 10–3 and others (e.g., energy) less than 10–5.
The above model settings have been proven to be reliable (deviated by
less than 10%) in predicting performances of UV disinfection reactors
with varied configurations (Fig. S1) [18,20].

2.3. REF and specific fluence rate

The REF is a most commonly used performance indicator for UV
disinfection reactors and is determined based on fluence distribution of
the reactor and inactivation rate constant (k) of the challenge micro-
organism [8]. The calculation equation has been introduced elsewhere
[18]. The larger the REF, the better the reactor performances in mi-
crobial inactivation. In this study, three challenge microorganisms with
different UV sensitivities (k=0.017, 0.087 and 0.400 cm2mJ−1, re-
spectively) were utilized to better assess the effects of baffle allocations
on the reactor performance. k=0.017 cm2mJ−1 reflected a high UV
resistance microorganism (e.g., Adenovirus) while k=0.400 cm2mJ−1

corresponded to a UV sensitive microorganism (e.g., Cryptosporidium).
A narrower fluence distribution implies a better reactor perfor-

mance [8]. To this end, apart from creating a well-mixed flow that
particles traveling across low and high FR regions in the reactor
chamber (with a maximized radial mixing), another possible way is to
match the high FR with a short residence time and vice versa. Herein, a
new parameter defined as the ratio of FR (Wm−2) to velocity (v, m s−1)
was proposed and named as specific fluence rate (SFR, J m−3), as
shown in Eq. (1):

=

v
SFR FR

(1)

The SFRs in the modeled reactors with varied baffle allocations were
calculated following Eq. (1), and a correlation was tried to be found
between the SFR distribution and the REF. Only the SFRs in the ra-
diation domain (i.e., the volume outside the quartz sleeve with a length
equaling to the lamp arc length) were counted in the SFR distribution of
each reactor, because other parts had very small SFRs (due to the
negligible FRs) that contributed insignificantly to the reactor perfor-
mance.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Reactor performance improvement with ring baffles

3.1.1. Effect of baffle number
Fig. 2 shows the predicted REFs of the 1-lamp and 3-lamp reactors

with or without ring baffles at different UVTs, using a challenge mi-
croorganism with k=0.087 cm2mJ−1. The REFs of the 1-lamp and 3-
lamp reactors were increased by 37–45% and 36–69% after being ret-
rofitted with the 10mm and 30mm ring baffles, respectively. It is noted
that the REF increment was more pronounced at lower UVTs, indicating
a greater necessity of baffles when the reactor is to treat a less trans-
parent influent. As a reference, Wols et al. [12] reported a disinfection
efficiency improvement by over 90% with plate baffles in a 3-lamp
cross-flow UV reactor. Consequently, the implementation of baffles
could greatly improve the performance of a UV disinfection reactor, and
the extent of improvement varied with the specific reactor configura-
tion and influent conditions. A discussion on reasons for the varied
reactor performances with or without ring baffles would be conducted
in the following section regarding the hydrodynamics. Comparable REF
increments were also found in the baffled 1-lamp and 3-lamp reactors

Table 1
Dimensions and influent conditions of the modeled 1-lamp and 3-lamp reactors.

Parameter 1-lamp reactor 3-lamp reactor

Reactor length (L1, mm) 1000 1000
Reactor inner diameter (D, mm) 90 150
Inlet/outlet inner diameter (d, mm) 60 90
Lamp arc length (L2, mm) 790 790
Lamp power (W) 105 105×3
Lamp UVC (254 nm) efficiency 30% 30%
Lamp distance to reactor center (l, mm) 0 37.5
Ring baffle width (b, mm) 0, 10, 20, 30, 40 0, 10, 20, 30, 40
a Flow rate (m3 h−1) 1.02–10.18 2.29–28.63
b UV transmittance 75%, 90%, 99% 75%, 90%, 99%

a The flow rate was 2.54m3 h−1 for the 1-lamp reactor and 5.73m3 h−1 for
the 3-lamp reactor, if not stated particularly.

b The UV transmittance was 90% for both the 1-lamp and 3-lamp reactors, if
not stated particularly.
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Fig. 2. Predicted reduction equivalent fluences (REFs) of the 1-lamp and 3-
lamp reactors with or without ring baffles at UV transmittances (UVTs) of 99%,
90% and 75%. The baffle widths were 10 and 30mm for the 1-lamp and 3-lamp
reactor, respectively.
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under other flow rates (Fig. S2). This declares the effectiveness of ring
baffles in improving UV disinfection reactor performance over a broad
flow rate range.

The effect of baffle number was then evaluated to exam if less ring
baffles (other than the original four) could achieve a similar improve-
ment of the reactor performance. Three challenge microorganisms with
varied sensitivities to UV radiation (i.e., k=0.017, 0.087 and
0.400 cm2mJ−1, respectively) were employed to have a comprehensive
evaluation of the baffle number effect. As shown in Fig. 3, the REF
increased successively as the baffle number increased from 0 to 4 re-
gardless of the type of challenge microorganism, and the allocation of
2Baffles(AB) had REFs close to 4Baffles. Besides, the baffles just
downstream the reactor inlet contributed more to reactor performance
improvement than those near the reactor outlet. For instance, the al-
location of 1Baffle(A) had 9% and 12% larger REF
(k=0.087 cm2mJ−1) than 1Baffle(C), respectively, for the 1-lamp and
3-lamp reactors. This can be ascribed to the fact that the flow was
optimized significantly after passing through the first ring baffle (Fig.
S3), an early optimization indicates a prolonged improvement. There-
fore, for the modeled UV reactors a number of four baffles were suffi-
cient, and if less were to be implemented, the limited baffles should be
positioned close to the reactor inlet (like the allocation of 2Baffles(AB)
and 1Baffle(A)).

Though for all challenge microorganisms the REFs of both reactors
increased with the baffle number, the extents of improvement were
somewhat different among microorganisms. For instance, the REF in-
crement in the 1-lamp reactor determined with the microorganism of

k=0.017 cm2 mJ−1 (a maximum increment of 27%) was less notable
than those with the other two (maximum increments of 42% and 44%,
respectively). This could be ascribed to the fact that as UV resistance of
the challenge microorganism increased (i.e., k decreases), the REF be-
came less dependent on the minimum fluence (Fmin) while the influence
of the bulk fluence distribution (e.g., the average fluence) enhanced
[14]. As shown in Fig. S4 the Fmin increased obviously with the baffle
number, but the average fluence (depended mainly on the average
fluence rate and theoretical residence time) stayed almost constant.
Therefore, the REF increment resulted from the increased Fmin when
using a UV sensitive microorganism was more evident than that using a
UV resistant microorganism. This result was in line with a previous
work, in which the improvement of disinfection efficiency of B. subtilis
was found to be more pronounced than that of the degradation effi-
ciency of atrazine (which could be regarded as a challenge micro-
organism with a high UV resistance) when the UV reactor was retro-
fitted with baffles [12].

3.1.2. Effect of baffle width
The effect of baffle width on UV reactor performance was evaluated

with widths ranged from 0 to 40mm (Fig. 4). Again, the REF was de-
termined with challenge microorganisms of varied UV sensitivities. As
shown in Fig. 4, the REFs of both reactors increased dramatically as the
10mm baffles were implemented but tended to decrease when the
baffle width was too large (e.g., 40mm). The optimal baffle widths
were found to be 10 and 30mm for the 1-lamp and 3-lamp reactors,
respectively, and the average REF increments (among the micro-
organisms) were 38% and 46%. Reasons for the reactor performance
change would be discussed later in Section 3.2. Similar to that observed
in Fig. 3, the REF increment was less remarkable with microorganisms
of a higher UV resistance in the 1-lamp reactor. Nonetheless, in the 3-
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lamp reactor comparable REF increments were found among different
challenge microorganisms. This arose from their diverse changes in
fluence distribution (Fig. S5). Both the Fmin and the bulk fluence dis-
tribution varied in accordance with the baffle width in the 3-lamp re-
actor, differing from the case in the 1-lamp reactor that the Fmin

changed but the bulk fluence distribution remained almost the same.
According to the dependency of the REF on the fluence distribution as
mentioned above, the REF increments in the 3-lamp reactor would be
identical regardless of the challenge microorganism while those in the
1-lamp reactor would be divergent.

The predicted distributions of particle residence time in UV reactors
with varied baffle allocations are also shown in Fig. S4 and Fig. S5. It is
noted that the residence time distribution became wider as the baffle
number or width increased. Consequently, although the radial mixing
in the reactor chamber might be augmented with baffles, the flow was
far away from being well-mixed (because particles in a well-mixed flow
have identical trajectories and residence times). The impact of ring
baffles on hydrodynamics in UV reactors and the cause of reactor per-
formance improvement need to be further investigated.

3.2. Hydrodynamics with ring baffles

The hydrodynamics inside the 1-lamp reactor with various baffle
widths at a flow rate of 2.54m3 h−1 are shown in Fig. 5. The main
stream (i.e., the stream with a high velocity) stayed close to the reactor
inner wall away from the inlet when no baffle was there (i.e., baffle
width=0). Accounting for the low UV radiation near the inner wall,
this flow pattern was of course not optimal. An obvious improvement
was found when the 10mm baffles were implemented, of which the
main stream was kept in the center of the reactor with a high UV ra-
diation. However, a further increase of the baffle width caused the main
stream to fluctuate thus decreased the UV exposure of the flow. From
this perspective, the allocation of 10mm baffles was the optimal for the
1-lamp reactor, which was in line with the REF results shown in Fig. 4a.
Constrain of the main stream by ring baffles was also found in the 3-
lamp reactor (Fig. S6). Noting that the inner diameter of the 3-lamp
reactor (i.e., 150mm) was much larger than that of the 1-lamp reactor
(i.e., 90mm). As a consequence, the flow started to fluctuate only when
the baffle width was greater than 30mm. Besides, the three lamps to-
gether created a broad high-radiation zone in the reactor center which

allowed for an intensive main stream with a little fluctuation. The flow
pattern with the 30mm baffles was thus regarded to be slightly superior
to that with the 20mm baffles, as confirmed by the REF results shown
in Fig. 4b.

The radial displacement of the flow (the displacement of particles
with flow in radial direction) has been employed in previous studies to
reflect the mixedness in annular UV reactors [13]. Following this idea,
the reactors with the 40mm baffles had the highest mixedness con-
sidering their most obvious fluctuations in the flow (Fig. 5 and Fig. S6).
However, the optimal baffle widths were 10mm for the 1-lamp reactor
and 30mm for the 3-lamp reactor. This implies that the significant
reactor performance improvement in this study should not be attributed
to the enhancement in radial mixing. On the contrary, the effective
exposure of the main stream to UV radiation manifested to be critical,
as a flow pattern that the high-velocity stream staying in the high-ra-
diation zone led to a narrow fluence distribution and an increased REF.
It should be noted that the flow pattern in a certain reactor remained
identical even when the flow rates had been changed by 10 times (Fig.
S7), which agreed well with a previous experimental observation [21].
This explained the consistently better performances of the baffled re-
actors as compared to those without, under all the investigated flow
rates as shown in Fig. S2.

Fig. 6 shows the predicted velocity distributions (the scatter sym-
bols) and FR distributions (the dash lines) along the radial sampling
lines on the central cross sections of the 1-lamp and 3-lamp reactors. As
the baffle width increased from 0 to 40mm, the velocities at the lower
sampling points (i.e., with a negative distance to reactor center) in the
1-lamp reactor was reduced first but raised progressively afterwards
(Fig. 6a). The velocity at the upper sampling points (i.e., with a positive
distance to reactor center) experienced a much more complicated
change, and obvious high velocities close to the inner wall emerged as
the baffle width went larger than 30mm. Using the relative standard
deviation of the ratios of FR to velocity along the sampling lines as an
indicator, the velocity distribution in the 1-lamp reactor with the
10mm baffles was found to have a maximal matching with the FR
distribution (data not shown). Similarly, the velocity distribution with a
baffle width of 30mm matched best with the FR distribution in the 3-
lamp reactor (Fig. 6b). These results confirmed again the previous un-
derstanding regarding the optimal baffle width and the matching be-
tween the hydrodynamics and UV radiation.

Fig. 5. Predicted hydrodynamics inside the 1-lamp reactor with various baffle widths at a flow rate of 2.54m3 h−1.
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3.3. SFR and its correlation with reactor performance

The above results demonstrated the dependence of UV disinfection
reactor performance on the matching between the hydrodynamics and
UV radiation. Herein, a new parameter named as SFR was defined (Eq.
(1)) to help characterizing the matching level, and SFRs of all elements
in the radiation domain of the modeled reactors were obtained and
analyzed.

Fig. 7 shows the SFR distributions of the 1-lamp and 3-lamp reactors
with various baffle widths. Because of the existence of main stream and
the close to zero velocities in the vicinity of walls, the SFR peaked at a
relatively low value but extended to a wide range, similar to that of a
fluence distribution. For reactors with the optimal baffle widths (i.e.,
10 mm for the 1-lamp reactor and 30mm for the 3-lamp reactor), the
SFR peaks were found to have been shifted to a higher range as com-
pared to those with other baffle widths, which resulted from the cor-
responding changes in the main stream (Fig. 5). It is worth mentioning
that the optimal 1-lamp reactor had a peak with significantly larger
SFRs while the peak SFRs in the optimal 3-lamp reactor were just
slightly elevated, in accordance with the REF variations in Fig. 4. This
was due to the different inner diameters and high-radiation zones of the
two reactors as have been discussed above.

To investigate the correlation between the reactor performance (i.e.,
REF) and the SFR, different characteristic parameters (including the
minimum, mean, and 10th percentile values) of the SFR distributions
were assessed, of which the 10th percentile SFR (SFR10) exhibited a
good linear relationship with the REF (Fig. 8). This is possibly due to
the observance that for distributions when the low values are de-
terminant, the 10th percentile value can usually well characterize the
distribution, just like the 10th percentile residence time (θ10) for the

characterization of short-circuit flow [22] and the 10th percentile UV
dose (D10) for disinfection performance characterization [12].

The SFR10 and REFs (determined with the three challenge micro-
organisms, respectively) of all the simulation cases in this study
(n=66) were collected and fitted. As shown in Fig. 8, the REFs were
correlated linearly with the SFR10 with R2≥ 0.972, and as the micro-
bial UV sensitivity (i.e., the k) increased, the slope of the fitting curve
declined while the linearity augmented. The declined slope was due to
the smaller REFs determined with a larger k, and the augmented line-
arity resulted from the increased dependence of microbial inactivation
on the low fluences. In conclusion, the SFR10, which characterized the
matching level between the hydrodynamics and UV radiation, showed a
good feasibility in indicating the UV disinfection reactor performance.
As to this study, the different baffle allocations of the UV reactors re-
sulted in varied SFR distribution and SFR10 values, which finally led to
the divergent REFs.

The good linear relationship between the REF and SFR10 is theo-
retically reasonable because a narrower SFR distribution (i.e., a greater
SFR10) implies a smaller divergence in the fluences received by particles
with varied trajectories. With the linear fitting equation determined
beforehand (e.g., y=0.085x+14.3), the REF under a new flow con-
dition could be estimated approximately with the corresponding SFR10.
It should be noted that the fitting equation varied with different chal-
lenge microorganisms. Besides, the equations presented in this study
were derived from the 1-lamp and 3-lamp reactors retrofitted with ring
baffles, their applicability to other reactor configurations should be
further checked.

3.4. Practical implications

An individual parameter that combines the hydraulic and radiation
features of a UV reactor, i.e., SFR, was proposed in this study and the
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SFR10 was found to have a good linearity with the REF. Thereafter, the
CFD modeling process for UV disinfection reactors can be simplified
when an approximate REF is acceptable, by eliminating the involve-
ment of the discrete phase model and user-defined function for fluence
integration. The SFR10 of the reactor can be determined from the SFR
distribution of the modeled UV reactor with only the hydraulic and
radiation models, based on which the REF is estimated. In fact, in en-
gineering practice the dose of a UV reactor is sometimes determined
with the UV intensity (FR determined at a monitoring window on the
reactor wall) and the flow rate, as shown in Eq. (2):

=D I
Q

K
(2)

where D is the estimated UV dose (J m−2), I is the FR monitored on the
reactor wall (Wm−2), Q is the flow rate (m3 h−1), K is the reactor
coefficient and deemed to be constant for a specific reactor configura-
tion.

This work revealed the feasibility of using the velocity and FR as
fundamental parameters to evaluate the UV disinfection reactor per-
formance. Furthermore, favorable distributions of velocity and FR in-
side the reactor chamber were figured out. Rather than trying to create
a well-mixed flow with a complex reactor configuration, matching the
hydrodynamics with the UV radiation is more practical in improving
the UV disinfection reactor performance. For U-shape annular reactors,
a proper allocation of ring baffles can confine the main stream in the
reactor center where the UV radiation is high, thus is an effective and
practical configuration modification.

4. Conclusions

The impact of ring baffles on UV disinfection reactor performance

was evaluated using CFD simulation, with a focus on the correlation of
reactor performance with the hydrodynamics/radiation. The main
conclusions are drawn below.

• The optimal baffle widths for the 1-lamp and 3-lamp reactors were
10 and 30mm respectively, and the REFs of the reactors were in-
creased by 37–45% and 36–69%, depending on the influent UVT.

• It was the matching of the hydrodynamics with UV radiation rather
than the mixing of the flow that determined the reactor performance
with varied baffle allocations.

• The matching level between the hydrodynamics and UV radiation
could be characterized with the SFR10 and it had a good linearity
with the REF.

• For the first time the UV disinfection reactor performance was
correlated directly and quantitatively with the hydrodynamics/ra-
diation features of the reactor.
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